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From the Editor’s

Hi everybody, we are very happy to announce that
we have been successfully organized Symex 2015.
This was our 4th Symex, the biggest annual PMI
Indonesia Chapter activity. We thanked to all Symex
committee, speakers, participants and everybody
who helped us in Symex. Next month article about
Symex will be publish in our dearest newsletter.
This edition has main article that talks about
project type which focus on solving problems and
delivering value. From HQ, there is an article talk
about how to review the project so it can align to
business strategies. We also have activities such as
Volunteer Outbound and SG8 Opening.
In November 2015 there is the international
workshops called ROWS in Bandung. This event is
intended for academics and practitioners who want
to present their articles in international event. The
seats are very limited so please book your seats
now.
On behalf of board of editor I would like to thank
all parties who support us in preparing this edition
and participating in this newsletter.
Happy reading….
Laura Indah Tanzil
Editor in Chief
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PMI INDONESIA CHAPTER

VOLUNTEER OUTBOUND 2015
Project Management Institute, Indonesia Chapter has conducted
Volunteer Outbound 2015. The event was held on September
5th, 2015 at Campas Camp, Sentul City, Bogor. The purpose
of this event is to explore potential and personal qualities,
forming a powerful team building character, generate effective
management, togetherness, recreation and fun activity.
The agenda was opened with ice breaking game to make relax the
mood and thoughts of participants to be ready to follow the activities.
Then opening speech by President Chapter Arisman Indrawan, PMP, He
told about the important of this event as one of the recipe how we can
exist until this time and always keep our spirit to the next.
The theme of this event is “Our Secret Recipe is Fun”. The theme
representing about how deep our organization can be exist. Every
PMIIC program one by one has been done by combine any knowledge
from any background and passing the activity with fun. The program
on this outbound training also representing what we need to make
powerful organization such as ice breaking, fun game, trust building,
effective communication, problem solving, team building game and
sinergy game. After following these outbound program participants
are expected to increase productivity, service quality, effective and
efﬁcient in their work.
Around 35 volunteers have joined the event of Volunteer Outbound
2015, they are from PMI Indonesia Chapter, Bandung Branch and
Yogyakarta Branch also join to this event. The participant divide into 3
groups, Group 1 lead by Sunardo, PMP, Group 2 lead by Nailil Muna,
PMP and Group 3 lead by Fauzi Yusuf, PMP. All participants in this event

have involved and connected with every program and have fun with
others.
More than 8 games during this event takes place in one day. And the
last game is a game of corporate candle, this game is sinergy game
that used to realize the importance of each part within an organization.
The training program is to bring together participants from several
groups have been divided into one powerful team.
They also had a chance to win the prize such as the best team and any
qualiﬁcation selected by random. And the grand prize is the participant
get free ticket to join at Project Management Workshop on October
21, 2015.
This event was then closed with hope the volunteer Outbound will
continue as an annual event and it will be beneﬁcial for all volunteer to
retain their productivity in Indonesia Chapter.
Sigit A Wibowo
Membership Board – PMI Indonesia Chapter
PMI ID # 2567861
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Value-Driven

Projects

Value-driven projects differ from plan-driven projects in signiﬁcant ways, including how teams are
formed, how funding is obtained, how scope is determined and how solutions are achieved. They
seek valuable rather than predictable results. Here’s a roadmap to making the switch.
Value-driven projects differ from plan-driven
projects in that they aim for valuable rather
than predictable results. They focus on solving problems and delivering value rather than
on delivering to a plan. In value-driven projects, product/solution/outcome owners play
a more important role than project/delivery/
development managers.
To highlight the differences, it is enough to
take the case of a plan-driven project executed
by a single capability team, one that isn’t part
of a larger program of work. Let’s assume that
the releases made by this team can directly go
into production and reach end users. The table
summarizes the differences.

Project Managers
We can’t talk about projects and leave out
their managers, can we? Managers of plandriven projects have unenviable jobs. They are
responsible for ensuring that a fundamentally
unpredictable process delivers to plan. Given
this onerous mission, considerations of value
take a backseat.
Many project managers operate in a content-free mode, concerned only with burnup
charts; progress reports; risks, assumptions,
issues, and dependencies (RAID) reports; staffing plans; and so on. They only have a superﬁcial understanding of what is being developed
and why. They might know that feature X is
70% done and feature Y is 25% done, but they
might not know why feature Y is more important. They might not know that there is a way
to ship a minimal but workable feature Y with
roughly a week’s worth of effort. They may not
even be able to demonstrate key user journeys through the application, let alone test it
on their own.
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Sometimes, this is because of the separation of planning roles from
execution roles. But often, it is because manager roles carry too much
administrative overhead: requesting seats, ID cards, access, licenses,
etc. for new members; following up and approving timesheets and
expenses; scheduling meetings; making travel/visa requests; arranging
team outings; etc.
This is not servant leadership. Servant leadership is mainly about deep
listening and stewardship, not about carrying water for the team.
We can easily free up 20% of managers’ time for execution by ofﬂoading administrative overhead to a new junior role called project assistant. This is somewhat similar to the role of executive assistants with
two crucial differences. First, the project assistant helps the whole team
(or potentially multiple teams) with administrative tasks that project
managers would otherwise attend to. Second, we need to take care
that allocation of a project assistant does not become a status symbol
for the manager and that they aren’t tasked with protecting anyone’s
calendar from so-called unwanted appointments.
When the execution model shifts from being plan driven to being value
driven, the focus shifts from counting value to creating value. Products
and solutions are emphasized over projects. Project managers would
do well to embrace this change and directly participate in value addition.

Governance
The legislature, the judiciary, and the executive are the three branches
of a democratic government. In IT, governance is to management what
legislature is to the executive in a democracy. Governance people (e.g.,
GRC teams, most PMOs, enterprise architecture boards, many portfolio and program managers) are uber-planners whereas most managers
(e.g., project managers, product managers, development and release
managers) are vanilla planners.
Governance teams legislate on matters of frameworks/standards,
tools, metrics, methodologies, risk, and compliance. When governance
teams are out of touch with ground reality, they may get overly prescriptive and thorough about procedures and controls and thus erode
the autonomy and responsiveness of execution teams. However, legislatures in democracies tend to have decent feedback loops. There is
provision for public consultation before laws are made. People protest
against troublesome laws or enforcement. Media hold the government
accountable. Unpopular lawmakers even get voted out of power. An IT
organization has none of this. To allow for ﬁrst-hand feedback, it is very
important not to have full-time governance roles. Usually, the function
leads take up some governance responsibilities.
Although essential, governance is an activity, not an outcome. This
makes it risky to grant autonomy to a pure governance team. Instead,
it is better to constitute each area of governance as a community of
practice consisting of practitioners from various capability teams.

Change Programs and Initiatives
Large programs and projects are sometimes the result of high-proﬁle
change programs or initiatives. The typical script goes something like
this: A transformation expert is hired and given a big budget to run a
change program. In an attempt to roll out changes quickly, the expert
uses the budget to build a new IT-B unit separate from the existing
organization. This new unit is allowed to decide how to integrate and
navigate dependencies with existing systems. Sometimes, in the rush to

get going, the knowledge and concerns of the incumbent custodians
are set aside.
Many such programs ﬂounder and lose their way after a quarter or
two. A few survive through to launch and even manage a couple of
releases after launch. The expert is quick to proclaim victory and move
on to greater assignments, taking along some of his team before the
transformation has been fully delivered. However, problems surface in
operations, migrations, and decommissioning of older systems that the
change program promised to get rid of. The operations team feels
frustrated in having to deal with incomplete, high-tech systems delivered by the change program.
The CHAOS Manifesto report comes down heavily on large projects. It
reports that they generally fare worse than small projects. It observes
that large projects are also about status, visibility, power, and empire
building — this is partly why, despite a dismal track record, they continue to get funded. It advocates doing large projects as a series of
small projects with independently valuable outcomes — thereby differentiating the approach from a breakdown into milestones and phases.
However, it cautions that it is difﬁcult to make this shift under a conventional funding and tracking regime in which the associated overhead
discourages small projects.
This is where a clean break from a projects approach to a capabilities approach helps. When we fund ﬁxed team capacity rather than
projects, there is little extra overhead in allotting approved funds one
feature or epic at a time.

Digital Transformation Programs
The preceding discussion applies to digital transformation initiatives as
well. Running these programs in isolation is a recipe for short-term success and medium-term failure. For example, it is easy to set up a new
team for a mobile channel, but it is only a matter of time before this
team ﬁnds that it needs deep integration with existing systems managed by other teams. What’s more, cross-channel transactions such
as buy-online-and-pickup-at-store are better handled by teams organized along business capabilities (e.g., catalog, order, fulﬁllment) than
those organized along channels (e.g., web, mobile, store).

Limit Work in Progress
In large organizations, it is common to ﬁnd hundreds of in-ﬂight projects. When projects are started at a greater rate than they are ﬁnished,
it results in a buildup of unﬁnished work waiting to progress and losing
market relevance in the process. Just like trafﬁc congestion on the road,
project congestion is a symptom of overburdened capacity. The solution isn’t always wider roads or ﬂyovers. On the contrary, adding more
people to a late project makes it later (Brooks’s law), and hiring more
people to start more projects usually results in more unﬁnished work.
Instead, it is more effective to put less important projects on hold while
the more important ones run through to completion. In Kanban, this is
called limiting work in progress (WIP).
With long-lived capability teams, two different WIP limits can be set
— one on the number of in-ﬂight projects (features) inside a capability
and the other on the number of in-ﬂight projects that span capabilities.
The second limit is ideally just one or two per capability. How do we determine a reasonable limit for the ﬁrst? The upper bound is constrained
by various factors:
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•

Team capacity.

•

The feature mix — how much do they overlap in the code base?

•

The ability to release increments to one feature at a time while
keeping the enhancements to other in-ﬂight features switched off.
This is essential to the extent outcome owners wish to validate
the business case for speciﬁc features using a build-measure-learn
feedback loop.

•

The ﬁrst three points relate to planning for an upper bound. When
work is in progress, it is clear that the upper bound is reached
when queue size grows too much at any stage of the development value stream.

The lower bound is constrained by the need to build a feature iteratively, having each iteration use the feedback (preferably from production)
from the last iteration. This constrains us from throwing all available capacity at a feature because too much of it will be built too soon without
feedback. Having too few in-ﬂight features increases parallel work on a
single feature and reduces opportunities for feedback-based learning.

from administrative work and help them achieve 20% execution.
6.

Limit work-in-progress at a portfolio level just as you would at a
project level.

7.

Maintain a portfolio Kanban board as an information radiator.

8.

Execute large projects as a series of small projects with independently valuable outcomes.

9.

To allow for ﬁrst-hand feedback, encourage people in governance
roles to participate part-time in execution work.

This excerpt is from the book, Agile IT Organization Design: For Digital
Transformation and Continuous Delivery, published by Pearson/Addison-Wesley Professional, June 2015, ©2015 Pearson Education. For
more info, visit: http://www.informit.com/store/agile-it-organizationdesign-for-digital-transformation-9780133903355. To receive a 37%
publisher discount on this book, or other books/eBooks/digital video
courses, enter code AGILE37 during checkout (www.informit.com/agile).

It helps to maintain a portfolio Kanban board — a story-card-wall-like
information radiator for planned and in-progress projects within
the organization. Each card represents a project and captures its
purpose, outcome owner, intranet home page, and team location. This information is generally available to port-folio managers and above, but there is no reason to restrict it to that group.

Free

Summary of Insights
1.

Aiming for predictable software development hasn’t yielded
satisfactory results over the years. It is time to stop chasing
predictability and chase value instead.

2.

Projects imply transient teams. Transient teams aren’t good
for developing business-IT capability. It calls for stable, longlived project teams. The team is the capability.

3.

Traditional business cases have mainly served as a mechanism to secure funding. Projected beneﬁts are rarely validated post-implementation.

Summary of Actions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Switch to value-driven projects. A value-driven project is a
logical construct compared with a plan-driven project that
has its own team. It works with existing capability teams, deﬁnes the problem but not necessarily the full solution at the
outset, and works on an ongoing basis of “What problems
can we solve by this date?” rather than “We’ve got to do this
by this date.”
Achieve reliable beneﬁts validation with the combination of
continuous delivery, usage analytics, and value-driven projects.
Instead of approving budget for lined-up projects, approve
budget for a desired team capacity per capability based on
a strategic assessment of the needs of different business-IT
capabilities.
Shift to long-lived stable teams with capacity-based budgeting. This takes project planning out of the budgeting
process, lets managers and outcome owners make funding
decisions just in time, and better facilitates capability development within teams.
Introduce project assistants in order to free up managers

PMI

for
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“GOOD THINGS HAPPEN WHEN YOU GET INVOLVED WITH PMI”

OUR ACTIVITIES
Chapter discussion of PMBOK 5 (Chapter 1 – Chapter 13)
Sharing tips and tricks each project knowledge areas.
Best practices in preparing for the CAPM or PMP exam.
CAPM or PMP exam simulation tests.

REGISTRATION NEED
Active membership in PMI Chapter Indonesia
PMI Eligibility ID
Send email to bandung-branch@pmi-indonesia.org
Subject ‘Applying for BBSG Season 4 - Your Name’

SCHEDULE
Every Saturday
Start from 14 November 2015 - 13 February 2016
9:00 AM - 12:00 AM
At Telkom University
Supported by
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by Martin Abbott and Mike Fisher

The Product vs IT Mindset
Problems emerge when a company tries to
create products for external customers using
processes meant for internal technology
development. Here’s an explanation of the
vast differences between the IT and product
organization models, from mindset to metrics.
There are two basic models for technology organizations: the IT organization
model and the product organization model.
IT organizations often provide consulting and implementation services
to other organizations for the purposes of decreasing costs, increasing
employee productivity, and so on. They tend to focus on implementing
enterprise resource planning solutions, communication systems
(telecommunications, email, and the like), and customer relationship
management solutions. Often they work to elicit a set of requirements
from internal customers (other employees) to implement packaged or
homegrown solutions to meet organizational objectives. IT groups are often
viewed as cost centers and are run accordingly. Their primary objectives
are to reduce the cost basis of the company by employing technology
solutions rather than by expanding headcount to similar activities. In turn,
IT organizations may be evaluated based on their costs to the enterprise.
This may be done by determining costs as a percentage of revenue, as a
percentage of total operating (non-gross margin) costs, or on a cost-peremployee (per capita) basis within the company. Most companies need an
IT group, and being in an IT organization is a great way to contribute to a
company and to help generate shareholder value.
The second model that technology organizations can use to structure
themselves is the product model. Product organizations deﬁne and
create the products that drive growth and shareholder value creation.
Because their mission is different from that of IT organizations, product
teams function, act, and think differently than their peers in IT. Rather than
primarily being evaluated on a cost basis (e.g., cost per employee, cost
relative to operating costs), product teams are viewed as proﬁt centers. This
is not to say that the cost of the organization is irrelevant, but rather that it
is relevant only in evaluating the revenue and proﬁt that the cost delivers.
Whereas IT teams often see their customers as being other employees,
product teams are focused on external market analysis, and they see their
customers as being the users of the products created by the company.
The difference in mindset, organization, metrics, and approach between
the IT and product models is vast. To better understand the differences
between these two approaches, let’s employ an analogy. Suppose you are
the offensive coordinator of an NFL team. If you were to employ the IT
mindset for your offensive squad, you would tell your offensive line that
their customer is the quarterback and running backs. In this analogy, the
offensive line provides “blocking services” for the running backs and the
quarterback. The problem here is that customers and vendors, by deﬁnition,
aren’t part of the same team. They have different goals and objectives.
Customers want value creation at a fair price, while vendors want to

maximize shareholder value by selling their products and services at the
highest price that attracts the number of customers needed to maximize
revenue. While both can succeed, they don’t share common objectives.
Football teams, however, understand that they must succeed as a unit.
Members of the offensive squad understand that their job is to jointly throw
up as many points as possible while committing as close to zero turnovers
as possible. When they work well, they work as a team — not as one
component of the group providing services to another component. While
the offensive squad is subject to the salary cap set for the football team,
their primary measures of success are points, turnovers, and ultimately
wins. Their customer is the fan, not their teammates.
Successful companies such as eBay, PayPal, Amazon, and Google
understand in their DNA that technology is part of their product and
that their product is their business. These companies do not attempt to
use IT metrics or IT approaches to develop their products. The product
and executive teams understand that the customer is the outside person
purchasing their solutions, not someone within their own company. They
think in terms of revenue growth and the cost necessary to generate that
revenue, not in terms of the cost per employee within the company. In such
organizations, the business leaders use terms like “product architecture”
rather than “enterprise architecture.” They seek to isolate faults within the
products they create rather than looking for how to share resources (and
failures) for the purposes of reducing costs.
Real problems emerge when a company creates a product for real
customers but does so using processes meant for internal IT organizations.
The documentation of requirements built into this approach tends to kill the
notion of product discovery. Corporate technology governance tends to
signiﬁcantly slow time to market for critical projects. Top-down innovation
from internal customers eliminates the advantages of broad-spectrum
sourcing of innovation. Companies continue to seek internal solutions
rather than sensing their market and reacting to how customers interact
with their products. The bottom line is that IT mindsets are great for internal
technology development, but disastrous for external product development.
Great products are built by companies that understand their customers.
Great product teams innovate with their customers directly, rather than
eliciting requirements from other employees. Great product companies
understand the difference between running teams that create externally
focused products and those that create internally focused efﬁciencies.

This excerpt is from the second edition of The Art of Scalability: Scalable
Web Architecture, Processes, and Organizations for the Modern Enterprise,
published by Pearson/Addison-Wesley Professional, Copyright © 2015
Pearson Education. For more info, visit: http://www.informit.com/store/
art-of-scalability-scalable-web-architecture-processes-9780134032801. To
receive a 37% publisher discount on this book, or other books/eBooks/or
digital video courses enter code AGILE37 during checkout (www.informit.
com/agile).

from the
PMI HQ
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UPON FURTHER REVIEW
By Michael Applebaum

O

Frequent, in-depth assessments help organizations improve project manager
performance.

rganizations rely on their performance management programs
to identify unsung project heroes and weed out zeroes. But
only 12 percent of organizations believe their performance
management programs deliver high levels of business value, according
to Deloitte’s 2015 Global Human Capital Trends survey.

“In today’s fast-paced environment, one year is far too long to wait to
give feedback, assess performance and take actions to develop the
growth of employees.”

Nearly half of respondents (49 percent) rate their performance
management process as “weak” at demonstrating an effective use
of time. Consequently, nearly nine out of every 10 of organizations
have recently changed their performance management process or
plan to change it within the next 18 months. Some organizations have
eliminated conventional performance reviews.

FROM ALL ANGLES

For instance, in September, Accenture replaced annual performance
reviews and ratings with a system that gives more frequent feedback
to employees. Accenture follows another PMI Global Executive Council
member, Adobe Systems, in getting rid of annual reviews.
Nearly nine out of every 10 organizations have recently changed their
performance management process or plan to change it within the
next 18 months. Some organizations have eliminated conventional
performance reviews.
Regardless of the extent of change, many of these organizations
are looking to capture a more comprehensive view of practitioner
performance. Some believe giving project manager’s targeted
feedback more frequently creates more opportunities to improve their
performance, says Mateus P. Figueira, PMP, human resources operations
manager at Merck Group, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
“In today’s fast-paced environment, one year is far too long to wait to
give feedback, assess performance and take actions to develop the
growth of employees,” he says.
The research supports his claim. Bersin by Deloitte found that
organizations where employees review their personal goals at least
quarterly were nearly four times more likely to score at the top of its
Total Performance Index, a scale scoring organizations on 12 variables
including hiring the best people and developing great leaders and
employees.

—Mateus P. Figueira, PMP, Merck Group, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Mr. Figueira incorporates 360-degree evaluations on performance
management programs to capture a more holistic perspective of the
role each practitioner plays on a project, he says. ese assessments
solicit feedback from the project manager, individual team members
and key stakeholders at each stage of the project.
“Whenever we reach a key milestone, the entire team gets together to
determine who or what was responsible for decisions that impacted the
project’s outcome,” Mr. Figueira says. “We develop a list of root causes
that can be traced back to the individual, and all of that information
gets factored into the employee’s evaluation.”
Adobe Systems uses a series of informal “check-ins” to improve
performance from the ground up and to help encourage continuous
feedback between employees and their supervisors that can be tailored
based on the preferred working style. Project managers use these
meetings to address performance issues that help team members stay
on track. If engineering is on a schedule of eight-week development
sprints, for instance, project managers might decide to hold check-ins
every eight weeks.
“Project managers have a unique role that requires them to set clear
expectations on each individual’s responsibilities from the beginning
and provide frequent feedback throughout the lifespan of a project.”
—Jeff Vijungco, Adobe, San Francisco, California, USA
Adobe’s check-in system is particularly well suited to evaluate the
performance of project managers, who must be able to effectively foster
communication between cross-functional teams, says Jeff Vijungco,
vice president of Adobe’s Global Talent organization, San Francisco,
California, USA. “Project managers have a unique role that requires
them to set clear expectations on each individual’s responsibilities from
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the beginning and provide frequent feedback throughout the lifespan
of a project,” he says. “Because check-ins encourage an ongoing
dialogue between the employee and the project manager each step of
the way, employees are empowered to make changes and adapt in real
time, essentially increasing the efﬁciency of projects.”
Adobe says its check-in system, which rolled out companywide in 2012,
had an immediate impact. In an employee survey the following year, 78
percent of employees said their manager was open to feedback from
them—a much higher number than had been reported in the past,
the organization says. Voluntary attrition—when an employee resigns
and the organization doesn’t ﬁll the position—has dropped 30 percent
since check-ins were introduced. The company also continues to save
an average of 80,000 hours of managers’ time during the annual review
process, Mr. Vijungco says.

and-true criteria all project practitioners should be measured against:
1 Flexibility. Does the project manager demonstrate an ability to adapt
to changing conditions and handle situations beyond his or her control?
Can he or she keep cool when a construction permit is suddenly denied
or a critical team member quits in the middle of a project? Look to team
member feedback for insight into who works well under pressure.
2 Decision making. Can the project manager make the right call in
a tough situation? To answer this question, keep a detailed record of
project outputs to determine which of his or her actions had the most
impact.

A PATH TO IMPROVEMENT

3 Perspective. Does the project manager understand how his or her
role supports the organization’s strategy? How does he or she work
with diverse team members from different backgrounds? This can be
evaluated by asking questions that require the project manager to see
the big picture—and gauging the quality of his or her responses.

Adobe is hardly alone. In 2008, Bersin by Deloitte’s research reported
that 60 percent of organizations used a performance management
approach that emphasized ongoing coaching and development,
compared with 40 percent that focused explicitly on rating, ranking
and comparing employees. By 2011, the breakdown was 70/30 in favor
of the coaching and development approach.

“The ﬂexibility and the culture change can enable better coaching for
performance and easier linkage to constant changes in the business
environment, which impact business goals,” Ms. Isakov says. “This
kind of change requires change management and a strong coaching
culture. The more the system becomes ingrained in the culture, the
more impact it can have.”

“We’ll revisit the data again in 2016, but I suspect that the current split
is even more lopsided,” says Stacia Garr, vice president of talent and HR
research at Bersin by Deloitte, Oakland, California, USA.

TAPPING UNLOCKED POTENTIAL

This shift is helping organizations offer speciﬁc, actionable advice to
project managers. Motorola’s performance management system, for
instance, recently replaced a ratings system that assigned labels such
as “Valued Performer” or “Needs Improvement” with one based on
dialogue, but no ofﬁcial ratings.
Employees still are required to set business goals and review their
performance in twice-yearly meetings, and conduct at least one
formal check-in with supervisors during the year. However, they also
are encouraged to initiate additional coaching conversations with their
managers. They’re given tools, such as a set of ﬁve basic questions—
including “What did I do well this year?” or “What could I have done
better?”—to help springboard a discussion about how they can
improve their performance.
The ﬂexibility of the new system is well adapted for project managers,
because their goals are closely aligned to the goals of others on the
team, says Iris Isakov, global talent development and organizational
development, Motorola Solutions, Airport City, Israel. She believes
it’s a simpler and more ﬂuid evaluation method that encourages all
employees to set goals and expectations for a project. Motorola is
still evaluating the impact of the new system and the quality of the
feedback through global employee surveys.
“The ﬂexibility and the culture change can enable better coaching for
performance and easier linkage to constant changes in the business
environment, which impact business goals.”
—Iris Isakov, Motorola Solutions, Airport City, Israel

Setting the Standard
Don’t throw away the performance review playbook just yet. While
customized assessments can help identify unique strengths and
weaknesses, Mateus P. Figueira, human resources operations manager
at Merck Group, São Paulo, Brazil, says there are at least three tried-

The new school of performance management isn’t just about examining
the past. Some organizations are using in-depth reviews to determine
which project managers might be worthy of a promotion in the future.
BP, a member of PMI’s Global Executive Council, incorporates a
matrixoriented system that balances qualitative and quantitative
measurements—and provides a better view of a practitioner’s potential.
The system balances scores related to meeting milestones and project
KPIs with subjective evaluations of existing skills and behaviors.
“Whenever we reach a key milestone, the entire team gets together to
determine who or what was responsible for decisions that impacted the
project’s outcome. We develop a list of root causes that can be traced
back to the individual, and all of that information gets factored into the
employee’s evaluation.”
—Mateus P. Figueira, PMP
For example, BP recently recognized a high-potential project manager
by his ability to identify critical risks outside the scope of his own
project to relevant stakeholders, says Marta Padilla, head of people,
performance and portfolio, integrated supply and trading oil front
ofﬁce, BP, London, England. A series of coaching and mentoring
conversations helped nurture such instincts, she says.
“He made sure senior management was aware of those risks and
worked proactively to apply the risk mitigation strategies he learned
on his project on a larger scale,” she says. “He had to think not only as
a project manager but as a program manager—demonstrating that
he had the potential to take responsibility for larger programs in the
future.”
Overall, more frequent, targeted and analytical performance
management systems can make project staff assessments more
valuable—but there is no onesize-ﬁts-all approach, Ms. Garr says. “Every
organization has to have a sense of how performance management
aligns with its overall business strategy—what it takes for people to
thrive and succeed in that particular environment,” she says.
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Fact and Statistics
Congratulations and welcome to Indonesia chapter for our New Members
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew members, your
involvement and supports for PMI Indonesia Chapter are very
valuable for us. In August 2015 we had 14 new members and 15
members who renewed their membership. We hope next month,

New Members list per September 2015

with more marvellous activities provided by PMI Indonesia Chapter,
more members would renew their membership.
Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI Indonesia Chapter
because good things happen when you stay involved with PMI.

Rejoin and Renew Members list per September 2015

Irman Susandi

Aji Reksoprodjo

Noble Lesmana

Julius Pangaribuan

Berliandi Manik

Novri Wijaya

Arifa Tan

Mohamad Nur Sanusi

Doni Aﬁla

Rahmat Mulyana

Dhani Yuliarso

Willy Tanama

Erlangga Arfan

Reinardo Christianto

Harianto

Wisnu Wardhana

Erwin Arief Wibowo

Rinaldy rinaldy

Yudiyartanti

Gilang Ardianshah

Sunardo

Zulﬁkar Edwin Aprirozi

Ifan Yusuf

Zamrud Kurnia

Adrian Irshadi Siregar
Alberd Kho

Hasrul Maruf
Henry Mulia

Kentaro Sakamoto

Membership Growth and Percentage
Based on the graph above, it appears that members
of Indonesia Chapter grew 5,7% higher than the prior
year numbers. This is a very good growth rate. Besides,
Indonesia Chapter still has the highest percentage
of members up to 77% than any other country in the
Regional 15 Countries. Likewise, the number of PMP
members perched on 40%, the biggest numbers in these
terms.

The picture above shows the number of PMI members who
have domiciled in Indonesia, Indonesia Chapter members, total
certiﬁcants, and total PMP within the last 3 months. In August,
total chapter members increased to 668 from 630. This growth is
better than prior month, July 2015, but we must still grow up the
number of our members. In the other hand, total PMP certiﬁcants
increased by 4 persons to 577 persons. Hope we can more
increase the growth of the number of chapter members and PMP
certiﬁcants on next month.
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PMII Member Statistics
The graph is a statistical chart PMIIC members
from 2008 to June 2015. Based on the graph, it
appears that the current chapter members are
signiﬁcant higher than last year, reached 668
members. This is a very good achievement. In
subsequent years, hope we can always increase
the growth of the number of chapter members,
run awesome programs continuously, these also
attract and raise new members.

PMI Fact File
in 204 countries and territories

5,019,802

Total copies of all editions (includes PMI-published
translations) of the PMBOK® Guide in Circulation
Statistics through 31 August 2015

467,193Total Members

Credentials/Certiﬁcations
Total Active Holders of:

PMI has 277 chartered and 15 potential chapters

CAPM® (Certiﬁed Associate in Project Management) __29,273
PMP® (Project Management Professional) __669,688
PfMP® (Portfolio Management Professional) __252
PgMP® (Program Management Professional) __1,376
PMI-RMP® (PMI Risk Management Professional) __3,303
PMI-SP® (PMI Scheduling Professional) __1,394
PMI-PBA® (PMI Professional in Business Analysis) __430
PMI-ACP® (PMI Agile Certiﬁed Practiotioner) __ 9,271

by writing an article in
Newsletter “Excellentia”

T

he board of editor encourages readers or persons interested in
project management area to submit articles any topic relating to
the project management. Members who are Project Management
Professional (PMP) credential holders can earn PDUs (3 PDUs)
quickly, easily and at no additional cost by publishing an article in
PMI Indonesia Chapter Excellentia about your project management
knowledge and experience.
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For further inquiry, please submit your email to
editorial@pmi-indonesia.org.
All contents of article published in the newsletter are responsible by the author.
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Opening of Study Group Season 8
The Study Group Season 8 already start from August 21st until November 14th 2015. The participants come from various industry. In this
season the participants have increase from last season.
Before the start of PMP Study Group Season 8, there are MENTOR
GATHERING event - Prior the Opening of Study Group Season 8 in
Bangun Energy, Kampus S2 Paramadina. In this event we are discussing the change in pmp exam, what is it mean and how will it effect the
exam for PMP. This upcoming change in PMP exam also the reason
why the participant increase in this season.
When topic discussion about the upcoming change in PMP exam
done, we discussed about strategy in this Study Group Season 8. How
to achieve maximum result of the study group .
After the discussion ﬁnished, we have lunch with nasi tumpeng sarang
oci and continued to the sharing sesion.

Also, we would like to say thank you for all the company that sponsored us during mentor gathering event and during this half of season
8: Kampus S2 Paramadina (Ibu Afrie), PT. Phincon (Ibu Arifa tan), PT.
Mora Telematika Indonesia (Ibu Fenny Rahayu, PMP) for giving us the
place and very warm hospitality.
We hope that the remaining half of Study Group Season 8 running well
and we wish all the participants will keep up their spirit and attain their
PMP Credentials!
By Hari Widagdo, PMPS
Head Class of PMP Study Group Season 8

Proﬁle Board
Sigit A Wibowo
Board Member of Membership
(PMI # 2567861)
Mr. Sigit A Wibowo is a board member of
Membership PMI Chapter Indonesia, Mr. Sigit
has background at Industrial Engineering,
He also holds Master Degree in Strategic
Management from University of Indonesia.
He start his carier as Project Engineer for 5
years in the largest inspection company in
Indonesia. He has been involved in many
projects related IT Planning & Architecting,
IT Implementing & Supervision and IT Audit
& Assurance more than 8 years. As functional working He has
been involvedin program management developmentand quality
management system. Curently, He is working as Chief Operation
Ofﬁcer at PrimaLogic an IT Total Solution and Survey Operation
Management Company.

Bayu Aditya Firmansyah, PMP
Board Member of Membership
(PMI # 2163278)

Mr. Bayu Aditya Firmansyah, PMP currently
serves as Board Member of Membership
PMI Indonesia Chapter. He is responsible
to increase number of membership of PMI
Indonesia Chapter by attracting new members
as well as maintain current members. He is
graduated from University of Indonesia both
its Bachelor Degree (Civil Engineering) and
Master Degree (Construction Management).
More than 8 years work experiences in
various industries such as Consulting, Financial Banking, Training
and Education making his project management implementation
has been proven and getting his PMP on 2012. Currently, he works
in Avenew Indonesia as principal consultant and trainer in project
management.

